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Abstract
Computational simulations frequently generate solutions defined over very large tetrahedral volume meshes containing
many millions of elements. Furthermore, solutions over these meshes may often be expressed using non-linear basis
functions. Certain solution techniques, such as discontinuous Galerkin finite element methods, may even produce
non-conforming meshes. Such data is difficult to visualize interactively, as it is far too large to fit in memory and
many common data reduction techniques, such as mesh simplification, cannot be applied to non-conforming meshes.
Common linear interpolation method cannot faithfully and accurately evaluate the non-linear solutions.
To provide accurate visualization, in the first part of this dissertation, we introduce a method for pixel-exact eval-
uation of higher order solution data on the GPU. We demonstrate the importance of per-pixel rendering versus simple
linear interpolation for producing high quality visualizations. We also show that our system can accommodate reason-
ably large datasets—spacetime meshes containing up to 20 million tetrahedra.
To provide interactive visualization, in the second part, we introduce a point-based visualization system for interac-
tive rendering of large, potentially non-conforming, tetrahedral meshes. We propose methods for adaptively sampling
points from non-linear solution data and for decimating points at run time to fit GPU memory limits. Because these
are streaming processes, memory consumption is independent of the input size. We also present an order-independent
point rendering method that can efficiently render volumes on the order of 20 million tetrahedra at interactive rates.
To provide efficient visualization, in the third part, we introduce a feature based visualization system to meaning-
fully reveal the complex structures from large volumetric data which may have noisy non-linear discontinuous fields as
well as regular linear fields. We propose methods to partition the volume according to feature distribution and process
each feature partition as a whole. We present TetGrid for efficient sampling to minimize the overlaps and gaps, which
cause errors for our order-independent weighted accumulation point rendering method. Beside points depth, pixel
coverage and integral density are also taken into consideration. We show that our feature-based visualization provide
the even better quality result with less points than other methods.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Providing techniques for displaying time-varying data produced by computational simulation of physical phenomena
is a key problem in the visualization area. Simulations across a very broad range of applications—from fluid dynamics
to quantum mechanics and elastodynamics—are frequently performed via finite element methods.
Irregular tetrahedral finite element meshes have often been used to represent and compute solutions for scientific
and engineering simulations. Traditionally, these meshes have almost always been conforming—vertices were pro-
hibited from falling on an edge or face of an adjacent tetrahedron—and the solutions defined over them are often
piecewise linear. However, large tetrahedral meshes that are non-conforming and which represent non-linear solution
fields are becoming increasingly common. For instance, discontinuous Galerkin finite element methods can easily be
formulated on non-conforming meshes and will in general produce solution fields that are discontinuous at element
boundaries, as they use independent higher-order basis functions within each element.
Providing effective visualizations of such data is a challenging problem. The meshes are usually quite large, con-
taining many millions of elements. Higher-order basis functions significantly increases the memory cost; a piecewise
cubic field, for instance, has an order of magnitude more coefficients than a linear field. Consequently, these data
sets are generally far too large to fit into main memory, making it very difficult to achieve interactive rates with any
volume rendering technique that requires depth sorting. A number of simplification and compression methods have
been proposed to help manage such large data, but they are generally not applicable to the kind of non-conforming
meshes with potentially discontinuous higher-order solutions that arise in our target applications.
The work presented in this dissertation is to visualize such data from three aspects - accuracy, interactivity and
efficiency. The volume datasets I mainly work on are generated by the simulations using spacetime discontinuous
Galerkin (SDG) finite element methods. These simulations produce spacetime mesh and higher-order polynomial
solutions for physical attributes on per-tetrahedron basis. Chapter 2 provides some background knowledge about
spacetime mesh and higher-order polynomial solutions of SDG finite element simulation data. Most methods devel-
oped in this dissertation are not just limited to this type of data, but applicable to general large non-linear volumetric
datasets.
One simple and natural approach to visualizing the volume data is to animate a series of constant-time snapshots
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of the solution data. Most visualization systems in use today render finite element solutions using piecewise linear
representations; height fields and color fields are particularly common. However, the actual solutions produced by
finite element methods are frequently higher order functions. Rendering these solutions with piecewise linear approx-
imations can seriously misrepresent the result of the simulation.
In Chapter 4, we demonstrate that the capabilities of modern programmable GPUs can support a substantial im-
provement in the visual fidelity of displayed solutions. We utilize custom pixel shaders to evaluate solution polynomi-
als on a per-pixel basis. Combining this with adaptive subdivision of the height field, we are able to provide pixel-exact
renderings of the finite element solution.
We investigate these visualization issues in the context of spacetime discontinuous Galerkin (SDG) methods. Un-
like traditional finite element methods, SDG methods represent the solution within each element independently. While
not guaranteeing continuity between adjacent elements, this has several advantages from the standpoint of efficient
local computation and parallelization. From our standpoint, this is also advantageous because it means that each ele-
ment can be rendered in isolation from the others. This is a natural fit for graphics hardware, which generally disallows
non-local data access, say between elements or between adjacent nodes.
Compared to indirect volume rendering, direct volume rendering can provide overall information and reveal the
internal structures better. In Chapter 5, we introduce a point-based system for interactively visualizing higher-order
solution fields defined over large, potentially non-conforming, tetrahedral meshes on commodity desktop machines.
By choosing a point-based architecture, we are able to cleanly handle non-conforming meshes and discontinuous data
fields in the same manner as more typical datasets. While this results in some loss in rendering quality as compared to
a mesh-based renderer, the loss is small and is more than outweighed by the resulting performance benefits.
The foundation of our system is a novel adaptive view-independent point sampling method based on a variant
of Lloyd relaxation. Because of its size, we process the mesh in a streaming fashion, sampling points from each
tetrahedron independently. The memory consumption of this process is thus bounded by a small constant. It is also
guided by an error metric that attempts to minimize the error between the underlying algebraic solution and the point-
based function approximation that we construct.
We have developed an importance-based stratified point decimation method that automatically tailors the sampled
point set at run time to the capacity of the user’s hardware. We propose an order-independent point rendering algorithm
that replaces explicit depth sorting with a depth-based weighted blending and attenuation scheme. This preserves many
depth cues while maintaining high point throughput. We also use a selective shading function to emphasize important
interior features. Our rendering method allows us to perform all rendering and blending on the GPU with great
efficiency.
we have demonstrated the use of our system for visualizing shock surfaces in spacetime elastodynamic simulations.
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The solutions are produced by a discontinuous Galerkin finite element method and contain up to 17.6 million elements,
each of which defines a piecewise cubic displacement field. The shock surfaces that we visualize capture much of the
interesting structure of the solution in this kind of problem domain, and can provide significant insight into the behavior
of the physical process being simulated. We have also proposed a new shock detection scheme that allows us to easily
find and visualize these shocks in spacetime, rendering them at interactive rates on a standard desktop PC.
Although our visualization method was developed with a specific applications - spacetime volume data with non-
linear fields. there is nothing that prevent us to from using such framework to visualize more traditional kinds of finite
element solution data, such as linear volume data.
Our previous algorithm samples points in a tetrahedron by tetrahedron fashion, which is a waste in some situation.
An extreme case is if everywhere in the whole volume has the same field value but massive tiny tetrahedra. Using
per-element sampling, it would be very rare that nice and smooth result could be generated without large number of
point samples. However if we consider the volume as a whole unit, then in most of cases only one large sample is
needed to generate a nice result, or a few more to reduce the noise around the boundary. Partition-based sampling is
a kind of hybrid method. When the number of partitions equals the number of tetrahedra. we go back to per-element
sampling; and if the number of partitions is one, then we sample the whole volume as a unit. Carefully chosen the
number of partition results something in the middle that ideally both has the smoothness of whole volume sampling
and also the memory efficiency of per-element sampling.
In Chapter 6, we propose feature-based volume visualization, concentrating on the regions of interest. This is
a kind of data reduction for large amount of volume data, since not all of the data is needed for visualization. We
partition the volume into different feature sets based on the size of samples, and process each feature set as a whole.
For each feature partition, point samples are generated efficiently via TetGrid. Different from the streaming per-
tetrahedron sampling in Chapter 5, such feature partition based sampling is a global sampling fashion. To get better
quality rendering result, we fully consider our rendering method when generating points.
Our point rendering method is order-independent weighted accumulation, whose aim is to interactively visualizing
large amount of points. Since the color is weighted averaged and the weight is constant within the point footprint,
overlaps and gaps among points will result in errors in final result. Overlaps will cause higher weight than it should
be, gaps will lead to insufficient weight. Therefore when we design the sampling scheme, we try to minimize the
overlaps and gaps. TetGrid serves as a simple but efficient tool for such sampling requirement.
TetGrid is a voxel grid, whose three axes form a regular tetrahedron. Under the same condition - the number of
spheres and their uniform radii, sampling on a TetGrid provides a quite compact solution. This is because spheres
placed on its knots with radii set to be half of the grid size will have the largest coverage, assuming zero overlap or the
smallest gaps.
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The weight transfer function is the core of our point rendering method, directly decides how well to bring out the
internal hidden structures. The weight function in Chapter 5 depends on points depth only. Actually more factors
need to be considered, such as sub-pixel coverage. Since our rendering scheme approximates the ray casting integral,
integral density is taken into account as well.
1.1 Contributions
The contribution of this dissertation is that we propose novel methods to accurately, interactively, and efficiently
visualize large higher-order volumetric data sets with non-conforming meshes and discontinuous solution fields, which
is an uncovered field so far. Our method provides high quality rendering for more traditional linear volumetric data
sets as well.
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Chapter 2
Higher-Order Tetrahedral Data
When higher-order volume data is mentioned, it usually refers to three kind of data, higher-order geometry with linear
attributes, higher-order geometry with higher-order attributes or linear geometry with higher-order attributes. In this
dissertation, we primarily study the volume data having liner geometry and higher- order attributes.
The large higher-order volume data sets I mainly work on are generated by CPSD (Center for Process Simulation
and Design) project which simulates time varying physical processes. Before describing our visualization methods, I
first introduce the background knowledge of such higher-order volume data used in this dissertation.
Our primary target application is the visualization of solutions produced by spacetime discontinuous Galerkin
finite element methods [2]. The solution datasets typically consist of non-conforming tetrahedral meshes with tens of
millions of elements. For the elastodynamic problems we study here, the solution itself is a displacement field defined
per-element as a linear combination of higher-order basis functions—cubics for all examples shown here.
2.1 Discontinuous Galerkin Spacetime Solver
The standard finite element approach to simulating physical processes over time is semi-discrete. The spatial domain
is discretized with a fixed mesh, inducing a discretized set of differential equations that are solved by a time-marching
integration scheme. Usually, a uniform time-step is used across the entire spatial domain, thus effectively computing
a solution over a fixed mesh at several constant points in time.
Spacetime discontinuous Galerkin(SDG) methods [73, 15, 46, 84, 83, 56, 2] are a relatively new class of finite
element methods that comprise an interesting alternative to semi-discrete methods. Unlike conventional finite element
models, SDG methods work with meshes covering the entire spacetime analysis domain. The SDG algorithm weakly
enforces the governing equations over each spacetime element, eliminating the need for a separate time integration
procedure. Another distinguishing feature of SDG methods is their use of discontinuous basis functions with support
on individual elements, rather than the usual continuous bases. This approach eliminates artificial coupling between
adjacent elements in hyperbolic problems when the spacetime mesh satisfies certain causality constraints. Our data
sets are generated by SDG finite element method.
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Figure 2.1: Tent pitching - Lifting vertices of a planar space mesh forward in time creates tent-like patches composed
of tetrahedra.
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The spacetime meshes used in the underlying solution system are constructed using the Tent Pitcher algorithm [76,
21]. It is the first algorithm to build graded spacetime meshes over arbitrary simplicially meshed spatial domains.
Unlike most traditional approaches, the Tent Pitcher algorithm does not impose a fixed global time step on the mesh,
or even a local time step on small regions of the mesh. Rather, it produces a fully unstructured simplicial spacetime
mesh, where the duration of each spacetime element depends on the local feature size and quality of the underlying
space mesh.
Given a triangular mesh of some planar domain, Tent Pitcher meshes the target spacetime domain using an ad-
vancing front algorithm. Elements are added to the evolving mesh in small patches by moving a vertex of the front
forward in time, illustrated by Figure 2.1. The amount by which a vertex may be lifted into the future is limited by
local causality constraints. The SDG solution is computed locally within each new patch as soon as it is created. The
mesh can also be adaptively refined or coarsened in response to a posteriori error estimates computed by the numeri-
cal code [1]. This adaptation generates non-conforming spacetime meshes; two adjacent spacetime elements may not
share a common face.
2.2 Practical Engineering Data
Figure 2.2, Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4 show three examples of a spacetime tetrahedral meshes for 2-D elastrodynamic
simulations built by this SDG solver, they are practical engineering data. Each is a 3-D spacetime built over a 2-D
spatial domain with time following the blue arrows. Spacetime tetrahedra are formed by repeatedly lifting vertices
of a planar space mesh forward in time. Local refinement occurs along propagating shock fronts. Elements vary
considerably in size and many are non-conforming. The examples shown here are all expressed in terms of cubic
polynomial bases. For the elastodynamic problems we study here, the solution itself is a 2-D displacement field,
defining a 2-D displacement vector at every point in spacetime. All physical attributes, such as stress energy and
velocity, are computed from these underlying displacements.
The simulation shown in Figure 2.2(a) models crack-tip wave scattering within an elastic solid subjected to shock
loading. This model contains about 11.6 million tetrahedra. The presence of shock waves is implicit, and clearly
visible, in the refinement of the mesh. Providing a more complete visualization of this obvious and important structure
is the main motivation of this work. In Figure 2.2(b), the red ellipses mark some obvious T-junctions on the boundary
faces around cone area.
In Figure 2.3(a) we see a simulation of wave scattering in a section of a solid rocket booster. This model contains
about 17.6 million tetrahedra. Again, the mesh refinement alone hints at a complicated pattern of interweaving super-
imposed shocks in spacetime. In Figure 2.3(b), the red ellipses circle some obvious non-conforming boundary meshes
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around lower-left corner.
Finally, Figure 2.4(a) represents a multiscale simulation of circular waves scattering from the middle of a plate
through two arrays of void spaces. Each array has a much smaller dimension than the actual model. This model
contains about 9 million tetrahedra. The red ellipses in Figure 2.4(b) mark part of T-junctions meshes on the boundary
around the circle region.
Besides large unstructured meshes and complex structures, these practical engineering data sets also contain a
considerable amount of noise that makes it harder and more challenging to produce insightful visualization. There are
high frequency noise that affects the clarity of the images and ow frequency noise that slowly changes the field values.
The motivation for our work is to provide high quality, accurate, interactive and efficient visualizations for these
large non-conforming tetrahedral volume data sets with noisy discontinuous higher-order attributes.
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(a) Spacetime adaptive meshes of Cracktip scattering model with 11.6M tetrahedra. The blue arrow
represents the time advancing direction.
(b) Zoom-in of (a). Red ellipses mark some obvious T-junction non-conforming
meshes on the boundary.
Figure 2.2: Cracktip Scattering model
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(a) Spacetime adaptive meshes of Solid rocket section model with 17.6M tetrahedra. The blue arrow
represents the time advancing direction.
(b) Zoom-in of (a). Red ellipses mark some obvious T-junction non-conforming
meshes on the boundary.
Figure 2.3: Solid rocket section model
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(a) Spacetime adaptive meshes of Multiscale propagation model with 9M tetrahedra. The blue arrow
represents the time advancing direction.
(b) Zoom-in of (a). Red ellipses mark some obvious T-junction non-conforming
meshes on the boundary.
Figure 2.4: Multiscale propagation model
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Chapter 3
Related work
3.1 Pixel-Exact Rendering
Our focus is on the visualization of spacetime finite element solutions for time-varying problems. In this chapter,
we concentrate specifically on problem areas involving 2-dimensional spatial domains. Our 3-dimensional spacetime
is covered by a tetrahedral mesh. However, it is important to note that it is not a simplicial complex as we allow
non-conforming tessellations.
There has obviously been a great deal of prior work on rendering of 3-D volume data. There have also been several
methods proposed for rendering spacetime volumes. Here we discuss the most salient examples of this prior work.
Spacetime Rendering There are multiple possible fundamental approaches to visualizing spacetime volumes. For
our purposes here, most standard visualization techniques can be applied to our 3-D spacetimes. The more general
setting of 4-D spacetime requires somewhat more generalized techniques [74].
Arguably the most common approach to visualizing spacetime data is by time slicing. Given that one dimension of
the spacetime volume is temporal, it is extremely natural to extract and animate multiple spatial cross-sections of the
spacetime. Vis5D [31] provides a good example of a system for time-varying visualization that makes extensive use
of temporal slicing. Woodring et al. [82] extend this notion of slicing for direct rendering of 4-D spacetime volumes.
One natural approach to rendering both spacetime and spatial cross-sections is direct rendering via splatting. Splat-
ting of 3-D spacetime volumes can be implemented directly with traditional splatting methods [81]. It can also be
nicely generalized to 4-D spacetime volumes [54] and even to general n-D hypervolumes [4]. Splatting also fits quite
nicely within the framework of traditional texture mapping hardware.
Another common approach to spacetime rendering is via isosurfacing. The most popular method for extracting
isosurfaces from regular grids is Marching Cubes [44]. Similar algorithms have been developed for irregular tetrahe-
dral grids [69]. Marching methods of this sort have been generalized to higher dimensions [7] although the necessary
lookup tables can become quite large [6].
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GPU-Assisted Rendering One of the most important recent developments in graphics hardware is the evolution
from fixed-function pipelines to programmable GPUs. This has provided many opportunities for implementing more
advanced rendering algorithms directly in hardware. Of particular importance to us is the fairly recent move to full
floating point support within the graphics pipeline.
In the past, there has been substantial work on designing custom hardware for volume rendering. More recently,
techniques have been developed to efficiently perform such rendering tasks on standard PC hardware [41, 27]. Guthe
et al. [25] and Weiler et al. [80] have both demonstrated GPU-based techniques for rendering tetrahedral volumes.
Programmable GPU features have also been used to evaluate higher-order geometry elements. Vlachos et al. [78]
transparently convert triangles with per-corner normal data to piecewise-polynomial patches. Losasso et al. [45]
evaluate bi-cubic B-splines to produce smooth surfaces that are C2 almost everywhere, except at certain C1 cut vertices.
There are now multiple systems that have been developed for providing higher-level language constructs for GPU
programming. Both Proudfoot et al. [61] and Mark et al. [48] describe C-like shader languages. In contrast, McCool
et al. [50] use a metaprogramming paradigm to embed shader programs directly in C++ code. We rely on the Cg
system [48] for developing our vertex and fragment programs.
3.2 Interactive Volume Rendering
Volume rendering methods can be broadly classified as either indirect methods, such as isosurfacing [44], or direct
methods such as ray casting [80], splatting [81], cell-projection [64] and other derived methods [43]. Many direct
volume rendering methods can be accelerated by modern graphics hardware [41]. Most direct methods require depth
sorting whereas a relatively small number, most notably maximum intensity projection (MIP) [30] and X-ray meth-
ods [75], are order independent. These have a significant performance advantage when handling huge data sets, but
their quality is often rather poor because of the loss of depth cues, especially the occlusion. Several methods have
been suggested to help provide useful depth cues, including perspective, shading, and stereo rendering [51].
Data reduction methods, such as simplification [22], compression [24] and other multiresolution methods [19],
are often used to handle large volume meshes efficiently. However, these methods almost universally assume that the
underlying mesh is conforming, and cannot be applied to meshes that violate this assumption. While any mesh may
be made conforming by a sequence of edge and face splits, this is generally impractical as it can substantially increase
the total data size.
Since Levoy [42] proposed using points as display primitives, many point rendering techniques have been devel-
oped. They have been used to interactively render large volume data [26, 52] and complex scenes [79, 20]. Hier-
archical structures and multiresolution methods [65, 57, 14] are usually used to sample or render large numbers of
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points. Point-based models are also naturally suited to memory efficient stream processing [55, 18]. Point sets are
often sampled by stochastic sampling [36, 17] or other importance-based techniques. Less common are methods based
on point approximation theory. A notable recent example is the work of Grimm et al. [23], who use a Taylor series
expansion to allocate points in a volume described by a regular grid. Point sets are often rendered by splatting [13, 33],
but this normally requires depth sorting of the points. To save time and space when rendering large point sets, order-
independent methods [17] can be used. Various techniques can be used to improve the quality of meshless methods so
that they rival mesh-based alternatives [8].
Only a handful of existing methods address the visualization of higher order volume data. Most of those that do
were designed for rendering surfaces within the volume either by plane slicing [85] or by ray casting [53, 9]. An
alternative to directly processing higher order data is to build a sufficiently accurate piecewise linear refinement of the
mesh [68]; however, this can also increase data size substantially. Sadowshy et al. [66] directly render higher-order
volumes by computing higher-order attenuation integrals for projected tetrahedra. Unfortunately, performance can
degrade quickly as the size of the integral grows exponentially in the degree of the field.
3.3 Feature-Based Visualization
Feature Detection in 3D Volume Data Before identify features, feature must be defined. How to define feature of
interest in 3D volume data is application dependent. Interesting structures within the volumetric data are denoted as
features. Depending on the type of data, features can be specified in many different ways. For instance, in medical
visualization, features are often classified as particular organs. Such objects are defined by a segmentation process, and
assigned different object importance [77]. Generally, Given a field f (x,y,z), feature is the region within the volume
which has similar characteristics, and significant different from adjacent regions.
One feature detection method in volume visualization is based on region growing [34, 16]. It maps the input
volume data into sets of connected voxels, regions, according to a prescribed criterion which generally examines the
properties of local groups of voxels. The growing starts from a voxel in the proximity of the seed point selected by
the user. The voxel can be chosen based on either its distance from the seed point or the statistical properties of the
neighborhood. Then each of the twenty-six immediate neighbors of that voxel are visited to determine if they belong
to the region. This growing expands further by visiting the neighbors of each of these twenty-six voxels. This recursive
process continues until either some termination criterion is met or all voxels in the volume are examined. The result
is a set of connected voxels determined to be located within the regions of interest. The growing criteria is based
on region homogeneity and region aggregation using either data values or gradient magnitudes of the voxels. The
potential problem of this method is that due to noise, it is possible for a feature to grow into another through a very
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thin connection that is one- or two- voxels wide.
Another type method is edge-based [87]. It extends the edge based feature detection approach in 2D image to
volumetric data by directly tracing the boundary of possible features. Its implicit assumption is that feature must
produce obvious spatial discontinuities or surface edges along the boundaries in a 3D space. This is suitable for the
features that can be profiled by the edges.
There is one intuitive and straightforward user involved method [28] for multi-dimensional 3D flow data. The User
can define features by brushing and linking on some interface, his interest will be mapped through degree-of-interest
function to optical properties.
In volume rendering, the most common method is to detect features through transfer function. For instance, to
extract structures of interest by assigning optical properties such as color and opacity, based on scalar value.
Transfer Function Design In [59], transfer function generating methods are classified into 4 types. One is trial
and error, the oldest method. It involves manually editing graph of transfer functions and checking the rendering
results. If results are not satisfactory, manipulating transfer function again. This can make terrific images by practice,
but undoubted, it is laborious and time-consuming. It is especially worse when any prior knowledge of the data is
unknown and rendering system is not interactive.
The oppositing methods to manual trial and error is automatic image-centric methods, represented by design gal-
leries [29, 49]. He et al. [29] proposed a stochastic approach to transfer function design. The search for a transfer
function is interpreted as a parameter optimization problem. The evaluation of ”goodness” of a transfer function is
based either on a user decision (binary selection) or automatically exploiting feedback from resulting image. Marks
et al. [49] developed design galleries, a user interface to sample the complex parameter space of a transfer function,
based on two principles: dispersion and arrangement. Dispersion generates many volume rendering simultaneously,
each representing a different set of input parameters. Resulting images are then arranged, based on similar properties
of rendered images, enabling browsing. The user selects the satisfactory renderings. The computation of this ”design
gallery” is time-consuming and therefore done in a preprocessing step. Andalman et al. [3] extended this visual inter-
face to 3D. Hladuvka et al. [38, 32] presented (semi-)automatic transfer function design based on principal curvature
magnitudes. But for noisy dataset, the curvature measurement is not accurate.
Fall between the too much and too little user interactions are data-centric methods, with or without data models,
represented by semi-automatic generation [37] and contour spectrum [5]. Kindlmann and Durkin [37] assumed that
the interesting feature are the boundary regions between relatively homogeneous materials. The core of their approach
is a histogram volume, containing data value and its first and second derivative, which stores the relationship between
these characteristics. Kniss et al. [39] introduced three-dimensional transfer functions by use of manipulation widgets.
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They allow intuitive adjusting of parameters in three-dimensional space (data value vs. gradient magnitude vs. second
derivative).
Without assuming data models, Bajaj et al. [5] introduced the contour spectrum, a tool which guides the user in
a parameter space by data quantification(e.g., contour length, gradient integral), for selection of salient iso-values.
Pekar [58] extended this work by using a Laplacian-weighted gray value histogram. This allows the computation of
similar data characteristics in an efficient manner. Tenginakai et al. [71, 72] uses statistical signature method to find
the salient isosurfaces. They assume the data model have two materials, and analyze the higher order moments. For
data model with high dynamic range, Potts and Moller [60] design transfer function on logarithmic scale.
Feature Visualization Rezk-Salama and Kolb [63] proposed opacity peeling for direct volume rendering MRI(Magnetic
Resonance Imaging) datasets where different tissue types are represented by similar or overlapping ranges of scalar
values. This method allows a layered browsing of the dataset. It performs front to back compositing until the accumu-
lated opacity is above a certain threshold, say 0.99 and the opacity for current ray position has dropped below another
threshold. Then the accumulated opacity is reset to zero and a new lay is atarted. One assumption about this method
is that different tissue types are separated by a thin region of low opacity.
Since the layers are based entirely in visibility, objects of interest might be split and distributed among several
layers, therefore insensitive to feature. Instead of peeling different layers of opacity, Malik et al. [47] proposed feature
peeling method to produces layer where each layer corresponds to a feature inside the dataset. It peels the volume
into a number of layers via feature transition points, for a selected viewpoint, and render each layer individually. The
feature transition points are selected from local extrema after denoising and controlled by slope threshold and peeling
threshold. Since this method identifies feature layers based on computing extrema, denoising has decisive influence
on the final result.
Both target application of opacity peeling and feature peeling techniques is MRI data, they performs best if the
structures in the data are onion-like.
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Chapter 4
Pixel-Exact Rendering
Figure 4.1: Shock waves propagating through a partial 2-D cross-section of a solid rocket booster.
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4.1 Overview
Discontinuous Galerkin(DG) finite element methods produce per-element polynomial solutions. Traditionally, such
solutions are visualized using piecewise linear approximations, but these often fail to give accurate and faithful pictures
of higher–order polynomial solutions. Rendering artifacts can dominate solution errors, obscure key physical phenom-
ena and obstruct the visual detection of numerical errors. A user cannot reliably tell whether any visible artifacts are
from the rendering scheme or from numerical error in the DG solution.
In Figure 4.2, for example, we see piecewise linear approximations of piecewise cubic solutions, all of which
suffer from severe color discontinuities and noticeable interpolation artifacts. These purely rendering–related errors
make it far more difficult to judge the quality and physical significance of the underlying simulation.
To solve this widespread problem, we have developed a pixel-exact rendering method that, by utilizing modern
programmable graphics hardware, can directly evaluate higher–order polynomial solutions on a per–pixel basis. Our
rendering system is described in Section 4.2 with results shown in Section 4.3
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Figure 4.2: Piecewise linear visualization of three piecewise cubic solutions.
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4.2 Rendering System
We have developed a visualization system designed to display the results of a spacetime discontinuous Galerkin sys-
tem, such as the one outlined in the previous section. From the standpoint of the renderer, these spacetime DG solutions
have the following important properties:
• We are presented with a (potentially nonconforming) simplicial decomposition of spacetime.
• The solution within each element is given independently, and these solutions are represented with higher-order
basis functions.
Currently, we are only working with problems that involve 1-D and 2-D spatial domains. Therefore, the resulting
spacetimes are either 2-D triangulations or 3-D tetrahedralizations, respectively. Figure ??(a) in Chapter 2 shows
an example of the kind of spacetime mesh our visualization system is designed to process. This is a simulation of
a crack-tip wave scattering problem (see §5.6 for more details). Shock waves propagating through the medium are
clearly visible from the resulting mesh refinement. The algorithm used for performing this refinement (and coarsening)
produces non-conforming spacetime elements whenever it adapts the mesh density.
Our goal is to visualize the simulation as a time-varying process. We do this by constructing multiple constant-time
slices through the spacetime mesh. Each time-slice represents the state of the spatial domain at a constant point in
time. We render each time-slice and animate the result.
We assume that the user wishes to display one or more scalar fields computed from the underlying solution. For
any given visualization, we restrict the possible number of scalar fields to 2, mapping one to height and one to color.
Each scalar field can be described using a polynomial on a per-element basis. We aim to produce the most accurate
possible rendering of these higher-order scalar fields. To do so, we take advantage of the ability of modern GPU
hardware to evaluate fairly complex functions on a per-pixel basis.
To illustrate the importance of per-pixel rendering, consider the example shown in Figure 4.3. This is a very
simple linear elastodynamic system over a 1-D space domain—the entire triangulated spacetime is shown. This is a
simulation of a displacement propagating through a rigid bar fixed at one end. The initial displacement at the center
of the bar travels with constant wavespeed towards the two ends of the bar. The wavespeed is a constant depending on
the material of the bar. The wave reflects out of phase from the the fixed end of the bar and travels to infinity past the
free end. The difference between computing the color field on a per-vertex basis and a per-pixel basis is striking.
4.2.1 Slicing Spacetime
The spacetime mesh we are given consists of a set of vertices V and a set of tetrahedral elements T . Each vertex
vi = (xi,yi, ti) is a point in the 3-D spacetime, with two spatial coordinates (xi,yi) and a time value ti. A given
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(a) Per-vertex shading (b) Underlying spacetime mesh
(c) Pixel-exact shading
Figure 4.3: A simple 1-D linear elastodynamic finite element solution over a 2-D spacetime. The solution is piecewise
cubic within each spacetime triangle, and per-vertex shading (a) produces a very poor representation of the actual
solution (c).
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tetrahedron is a quadruple of indices τ = (i, j,k, l) referencing the vertices that are its corners. We do not assume that
the spacetime mesh is a simplicial complex. Our only assumption is that each tetrahedron is non-degenerate (i.e., its
volume in spacetime is non-zero).
Figure 4.4: Temporal slicing of the crack-tip wave scattering spacetime mesh
To render the state of the simulation at some time ti, we must find the intersection of the spacetime mesh with
the plane t = ti. In particular, we want to find the set of all spacetime elements that intersect this plane. Once we
have found this set of tetrahedra, we cut each one with the plane. This produces a set of polygons (either triangles or
quadrilaterals) that all exist at a common instant in time. Because these polygons are produced by slicing tetrahedra,
they vary considerably in size. Indeed, as the time plane moves forward in time, the mesh edges move as the plane cuts
the tetrahedra at different points, illustrated by Figure 4.4 This results in significant temporal aliasing artifacts when
using per-vertex rendering.
Because a single dataset covers the entire spacetime extent of a simulation, the meshes that we work with can grow
quite large. For example, the spacetime mesh shown in Figure ?? in Chapter 2 has roughly 11 million tetrahedral
elements. It is therefore necessary to organize the data so that it can be accessed efficiently. Fortunately, our access
pattern makes this quite straightforward.
To create an animation of the time-varying solution, we begin with a time-slice at time t = 0. After rendering each
frame, we advance the time plane into the future by some small increment ∆t. For each tetrahedron, we can easily
compute its minimum time value—the time t of its lowest vertex. We then sort the tetrahedra based on this minimal
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time value. This makes it particularly easy to index the entire spacetime efficiently.
4.2.2 Displaying Scalar Fields
Once we have constructed a time-slice mesh, we need to render the appropriate scalar fields at that point in time. As
mentioned previously, we consider the case where the user wishes to draw two independent scalar fields, one which
we map to height and the other which we map to color. In general, these scalar fields might be any aribitrary functions.
For the particular examples given in this section, the underlying solution is a displacement field represented in each
element by a cubic polynomial. The two scalar fields of interest to us are: (1) velocity magnitude, which we map to
height, and (2) strain energy density, which we map to color using a log scale. Both are derived analytically from the
underlying displacement field. We represent our polynomials using a complete cubic basis, requiring 20 coefficients
per element. The finite element solver computes its solution polynomials for each element in a local coordinate system,
requiring that we store an additional 6 transformation coefficients per element.
Our system is designed to move all scalar computation onto the GPU. The task of the host processor is to manage
the overall spacetime dataset and to construct time-slices. What is sent to the graphics hardware is a planar mesh with
per-polygon polynomials. The work in the GPU is shared between a vertex and a fragment program, which compute
the height and color fields, respectively.
Elastodynamics Simulation The examples we present are all elastodynamic problems for which the finite element
solver is computing a spacetime displacement field. The solution assigns a 2-D displacement vector u to every point
(x,y, t) in spacetime. Within each spacetime element, the displacement field is represented with a complete cubic
polynomial basis that contains the 20 cubic monomial functions:
u(x,y, t) =
20
∑
α=1
cα mα(x,y, t)
Here the 2-D coefficient vectors cα are the finite element solution data and mα ranges over the cubic monomials:
(1,x,y, t,x2,xy,xt,y2,yt, t2,x3,x2y,x2t,xy2,xyt,xt2,y3,y2t,yt2, t3)
For the convenience of the solver, these solutions are represented in a spacetime coordinate system local to the cur-
rent element. Given a spacetime point pˆ described in the global coordinate system, the transformation to the local
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coordinate system of an element is given by
p =

1/wx 0 0
0 1/wy 0
0 0 1/wt
(pˆ− cˆ)
where cˆ is the center of the element (in the global coordinate frame) and wx,wy,wt are the extents of the element along
the x,y, t axes.
The spacetime velocity field v is the time derivative of the displacement field
v(x,y, t) =
20
∑
α=1
cα m˙α(x,y, t)
Note that only 10 of the functions m˙α are non-zero, and thus only 10 of the coefficient vectors cα are relevant to this
computation.
The strain energy density U is the spacetime scalar field given by
U(x,y, t) =
1
2
ε(x,y, t) : C(x,y)ε(x,y, t)
in which ε = 12 (∇u+∇u
T) is the strain tensor and C is the fourth-order elasticity tensor that maps the strain tensor
into the stress tensor. In our system, this is mapped to the color field on a log scale.
Vertex Program: Height Field Evaluation The time-slice mesh constructed by the application is planar; each
vertex simply encodes its position in the 2-D spatial domain (x,y,0). The task of the vertex program is to compute the
magnitude of the velocity field z = ‖v(x,y, t)‖ at the given corner of the current polygon.
To evaluate the velocity magnitude, the vertex program requires a total of 26 scalar parameters: 6 coefficients for
the global-to-local transformation and 2 scalars for each of the 10 relevant solution coefficients cα . As these parameters
vary on a per-polygon basis, they are passed to the vertex program via texture registers. The current time t is a global
constant that only changes on a per-frame basis.
Note that, by evaluating the height only at the vertices of the mesh, we are constructing a piecewise-linear ap-
proximation of the true height field. For a piecewise-cubic displacement field, the true velocity magnitude field would
be piecewise-quadratic. In principle, we could compute per-pixel heights using a root finding procedure in the pixel
shader. This would be similar in spirit to GPU-based ray tracing [62, 11]. However, full per-pixel height evaluation
yields a very small increment in quality versus simpler methods, and further stresses the already busy pixel shaders.
Therefore, we have decided against this approach.
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Rather than evaluating height on a per-pixel basis, we simply perform polygonal subdivision on the host processor.
Any polygon which is deemed too large is quadrisected. This can be performed recursively if necessary. Highest
fidelity results are achieved by quadrisecting based on the projected screen size of the portion of the height field
represented by the polygon in question. However, except in extreme circumstances, we have found simple fixed
subdivision based on an area threshold to be preferable. It avoids the substantial increase in CPU load required by
the screen-space size estimates. Fixed subdivision patterns are also more amenable to hardware acceleration, using
features such as render-to-vertex-array. Figure 4.5 illustrates the effect of subdivision.
Having finished its computation of the velocity magnitude, the vertex program performs two tasks. First, it dis-
places the current vertex to its proper position: (x,y,0)→ (x,y,z), where z = ‖v(x,y, t)‖. Second, it uses texture regis-
ters to pass its 26 parameters plus the position (x,y,z) to the fragment program. For most current GPU architectures,
8 texture registers are available for data transfer to the fragment program. We use 1 register for transferring geometry,
leaving 7 for parameter transfer. Notice that this allows us to transfer 28, rather than just 26, parameters to the fragment
program. We take advantage of this otherwise unused bandwidth by passing an extra 2 coeffcients through the vertex
program that it would not otherwise require; this data is then passed through to the fragment program.
Fragment Program: Color & Lighting The task of the fragment program is twofold: to compute a color field and
to compute pixel-exact lighting of the height field. The color field is computed by evaluating the strain energy density
U at each pixel. Similarly, we light the surface by evaluating the normal of the height field at each pixel, and then use
a standard Phong illumination model.
The color ramp used in generating the color field is simply a 1-D texture. This is provided by the user. The pixel
shader converts the strain energy density U into a texture coordinate s using a log scale mapping:
s =
log(U +1)
log(Umax +1)
The texture coordinate s is clamped to the range [0,1] and used to lookup a color value in the ramp texture. The value
Umax can either be computed as the maximum over the field or can be provided by the user (to exercise greater control
over the color distribution).
The pixel shader requires 46 coefficients: 20 each for the x and y spatial derivatives of the displacement field and
6 for the local transformation. Of these 46, 28 are known or used by the vertex program and are passed by it to the
pixel shader. The remaining 18 coefficients are passed to the pixel shader by the CPU in a texture rectangle. We use
the NVIDIA GL_TEXTURE_RECTANGLE_NV extension to create these textures because of two important characteristics.
First, it allows texel coefficients to be arbitrary floating point scalars, rather than limiting them to the range [0,1]. This
is essential as it allows us to preserve the precision of the solution data. Second, it provides for exact texel addressing
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and does not perform any interpolation of neighboring texels, which would obviously produce totally spurious results
in our setting.
For each frame, we must build a texture rectangle containing the relevant coefficient data. Each element is allocated
a horizontal span of 6 texels, whose rgb values are used to store the required 18 coefficients. These 6-texel spans are
packed into a texture rectangle such that they are never broken across rows. The maximum defined resolution of a
texture rectangle is 4096×4096, thus we can pack b4096/18c = 227 elements per row. Each texture rectangle can
thus accommodate the data for a total of 4096×227 = 929,792 elements. Extremely large datasets might therefore
require more than one texture per frame. However, as typical datasets currently have on the order of 50,000 elements
per frame, this upper limit is not at all constricting. The CPU packs element coefficients into the texture rectangle in
the order in which the polygons will be drawn, thus the fragment shaders will access the texture in (approximately)
scanline order.
To light the surface, we use a standard Phong illumination model. The diffuse and specular reflectances are simply
scalar multiples of the color computed above. The pixel shader already has access to the coefficients necessary to
compute the spatial derivatives of the height field function, and thus its normal. One slight problem arises when
the velocity magnitude is 0—the spatial derivatives of the height field will be undefined. However, it is clear that
geometrically the height field is flat, and that its normal is simply (0,0,1). It is also important to note that we do not
need to perform any interpolation of normals over the polygon. At each pixel, we compute an exact normal vector
directly from the underlying height field polynomial.
4.2.3 Discontinuity Antialiasing
Recall that the solutions we are drawing are represented independently within each element. These solutions are not
required to be fully continuous across element boundaries. Therefore, even for solutions with very tight convergence
bounds, we can wind up computing subtly different scalar values along shared edges. Unless the solution has a fairly
large error, this is generally not easily noticed in the color field. However, it can lead to very obvious artifacts in the
height field. Specifically, even small height discrepancies can lead to aliasing during polygon rasterization that causes
small cracks to appear in the height field (see Figure 4.5).
Our solution to this problem is to overdraw all edges shared between polygons. While this obviously increases the
per-frame rendering time, it removes what would otherwise be very distracting aliasing artifacts. This edge overdraw
approach is similar to the antialiasing approach adopted by Sander et al. [67]. However, our problem is somewhat eas-
ier. They need to blend lines smoothly with the underlying polygons to antialias discontinuity edges (e.g., silhouettes).
We do not require blending, as we are only trying to fill gaps rather than blend discontinuities.
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(a) Raw polygons (b) With edge overdraw
(c) And subdivision as well
Figure 4.5: Drawing time-sliced polygons alone leads to noticeable cracks. Using edge overdraw plus polygon quadri-
section eliminates these problems.
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4.3 Results and Discussion
In this section, we demonstrate some visualization results from our system on selected elastodynamic problems. All
rendering was performed on a standard PC with a 2.4 GHz Pentium 4 processor, 1 GB of RAM, and an NVIDIA
GeForce FX 5800 Ultra graphics card. On this hardware configuration, our renderer generally achieves interactive
rates of roughly 24 frames per second on spacetimes in the range of 3–5 million tetrahedra.
Our first example—as seen in Figures 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7—models crack-tip wave scattering within an elastic solid
subjected to shock loading. For the view shown in Figure 4.7, the crack covers the left half of the bottom boundary,
with the crack tip in the center of the bottom edge. These solutions actually cover only the upper right-hand quadrant
of the complete domain.
In Figure 4.6 we see a comparison over a small portion of the solution between (a) per-vertex and (b) per-pixel
computation. In both cases, we are using per-vertex height computations without subdivision. For the per-vertex color
case, we compute colors only at the vertices and linearly interpolate them over the triangle. Note that we are using a
darker color ramp to highlight the color differences. As with the much simpler example shown in Figure 4.3, we see
that the per-pixel rendering provides a far better view of the actual solution being computed. Note in particular the
substantial color distortion on the lower-left spike in the per-vertex rendering.
Figure 4.7 shows a sequence of constant time snapshots of the solution to the crack-tip scattering problem. The
total spacetime mesh contains approximately 25 million tetrahedra, and there are roughly 20,000 polygons per time-
slice. The initial wave enters the domain from the top, reflects off the crack-tip at the bottom, and then continues to
reflect back and forth across the domain. Both the wave fronts and color field are very well-resolved by the per-pixel
rendering. It is important to remember that essentially all shading artifacts in this picture are a result of the structure
of the solution. This is another important practical benefit gained from pixel-exact rendering. With inexact per-vertex
color computations, it would be unclear whether visual artifacts were a result of the rendering or the solution. Here, we
know that we are faithfully rendering the solution. Therefore, artifacts such as shading discontinuities are indicative
of actual normal discontinuities in the field being computed. This makes our per-pixel rendering approach much more
useful as a diagnostic tool, for assessing the quality of the computed solution, than a per-vertex rendering system
would be.
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(a) Per-vertex color
(b) Per-pixel color
Figure 4.6: Per-pixel color computation is clearly much more faithful to the underlying solution than per-vertex color
computation.
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Figure 4.7: Time sequence showing a shock wave approaching a crack, which lies along the lower edge of the quadrant
shown. The shock scatters off the crack tip located in the middle of the quadrant.
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In Figure 4.8 we examine wave scattering in a representative volume element for a fiber-reinforced composite
material with stiff fibers embedded in a more flexible matrix. The fiber sections appear as circular inclusions in the
model. As the shock wave passes through the medium, the inclusions begin to debond from the surrounding material.
The spacetime consists of roughly 6.3 million tetrahedra. As before, our rendering system is able to resolve the
complex wave and stress patterns quite well.
Figure 4.8: Shock passing through a medium with circular inclusions. The shock causes the inclusions to debond from
the surrounding medium.
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Figure 4.9 demonstrates the impact of our pixel-exact rendering in this example. The per-vertex rendering has
many more color discontinuities than the per-pixel rendering. More importantly, we can see that the overall structure
of the stress field appears substantially different. Specifically, compare the red-to-yellow transition regions around the
central inclusion and the stress fields along the upper boundary. The stress patterns differ markedly in the per-vertex
and per-pixel renderings.
Figure 4.10 shows our final example solution. Here we are seeing a single sector of a 2-D cross section of a
solid rocket booster. Shock waves are propagating through the solid rocket fuel from the left, which points towards
the center of the rocket where combustion has begun. This simulation produces a fairly complex wave pattern in the
height field and an equally complex strain energy density field that is mapped to color. This complexity is quite nicely
resolved—and at interactive rates—by our per-pixel rendering system. This data set contains a total of 4.7 million
tetrahedra, with roughly 30,000 polygons per time-slice.
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(a) Per-vertex color
(b) Per-pixel color
Figure 4.9: Per-pixel vs. per-vertex comparison for the last time step shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.10: Time sequence of shock wave propagation in a solid rocket booster. Note the complexity of both the
wave and color patterns. 34
4.4 Conclusion and Future Work
In this Chapter, we have outlined an approach for pixel-exact rendering of spacetime finite element solutions. The
system we have described uses modern programmable GPU features to offload a sizeable portion of the visualization
task onto the graphics hardware. This frees the CPU to devote all its resources to data management and user inter-
action. We have shown that computing lighting and color fields from higher-order polynomials is both possible and
produces far greater visual fidelity than per-vertex rendering. We have also explored a fairly new application domain
for visualization: spacetime discontinuous Galerkin finite element methods.
The future work is how to achieve highly accurate height fields. One possible way is to take advantage of near-term
hardware advances, particularly geometry shader. Given a triangle, to make the height for its inside points accurate,
we subdivide the triangle in CPU, then feed the new generated triangles to vertex shader. The geometry shader breaks
the 1 vertex in, and 1 vertex out limits, it can operates on entire triangle and emit many many vertices. Therefore, we
can use geometry shader to compute the exact height for many many points inside the triangle. This will reduce the
CPU burdens for subdivision and save memory for processing larger number of active tetrahedra.
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Chapter 5
Interactive Point-Based Volume Rendering
Figure 5.1: Interactive shocks visualization results for three models.
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5.1 Overview
Discontinuous Galerkin(DG) finite element methods, by its nature, produce locally continuous but globally discon-
tinuous polynomial solutions on per-element basis. Take elasodynamics DG simulations for example, the underlying
solution is discontinuous displacement field. The discontinuities can become even more pronounced in the derivative
fields used to compute velocity, velocity gradients, stress, strain, and other physical attributes. These discontinuities,
coupled with the non-conforming nature of the mesh, make it very difficult to produce a good isosurface. Moreover,
due to numerical imprecision, it is extremely difficult to identify a single isovalue that corresponds precisely with a
given scalar field value.
In this chapter, we are particularly interested to provide a more complete visualization of the obvious and important
shock structure that is indirectly apparent in the pattern of mesh refinement. These shocks correspond to sudden
changes in the velocity field. Shock waves in a 2-D spatial domain sweep out shock surfaces in 3-D spacetime.
Assuming that we could define a scalar “shock strength” scalar field (see §5.5), it would be natural to consider dis-
playing these surface-like shock features using isosurfacing. However, as we can see in Figure 5.2, which shows two
examples of applying Marching Tetrahedra to the crack-tip dataset and solid rocket section model, this is obviously
unsatisfactory. The underlying displacement field is, by its nature, discontinuous between elements. These disconti-
nuities can become even more pronounced in the derivative fields used to compute velocity gradients, and hence the
presence of shocks. These discontinuities, coupled with the non-conforming nature of the mesh, make it very difficult
to produce a good isosurface. Moreover, due to numerical imprecision, it is extremely difficult to identify a single iso-
value that corresponds precisely with a given shock surface. Shock waves frequently interweave each other, resulting
in complex pattern of shock surfaces, as shown in In Figure ??(b).
Rather than isosurface rendering, Figure 5.3 shows the direct raycasting shock surfaces in two spacetime mesh
with about 11 million and 17 million tetrahedra. The quality is much better than isosurfacing result in Figure 5.2, but
it costs more than 10 minutes to generate a picture, which is far more slower to achieve interactive visualization.
We aim to produce interactive high-quality volume visualizations of these interweaving superimposed surface-like
shock features. We accomplish this by building a point-based approximation of the shock strength field as described in
Sections 5.2 and 5.3. To render these point sets in real time, we have developed a high-performance order-independent
rendering algorithm described in Section 5.4.
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(a) Crack-tip scattering
(b) Solid rocket section
Figure 5.2: Shock isosurfaces in two models. The red, green, blue arrows represent the x,y and time directions.
Obviously, the isosurfacing results are not satisfactory.
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(a) Crack-tip scattering with 11.6 million tetrahedra
(b) Solid rocket section with 17.6 million tetrahedra
Figure 5.3: Direct raycasting shock surfaces in two models. The quality is much better than isosurfacing result, but it
costs more than 10 minutes to generate a still image.
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5.2 Point Generation
We take a point-based approach to visualizing these large datasets. In this section, we describe our algorithm for
generating a point-based representation of the volume from the initial tetrahedral mesh. This sampling algorithm
attempts to produce a point set that provides a good approximation of the underlying scalar field. It is thus generated
without regard to run-time constraints on rendering capacity or viewing parameters.
Points are sampled from region to region. Since the scalar fields are of higher orders over each element, to make
approximation error small, the underlying meshes are such reasonable regions to sample. Because of the size of
the meshes we wish to process, memory efficiency is a crucial concern. Therefore, we process each tetrahedron
independently, treating the entire mesh as a single data stream. Total memory consumption for sampling is thus
bounded by a small constant.
Our point generation scheme reflects both the field and geometry factors. The field distribution helps estimating
the number of points to be sampled from an element. The size of the element limits the space the point sample can
represent - influence region. Both field and geometry decide the location of point samples. During the rendering, the
screen size of the point’s influence region, which is related to the projected size of the element, will affect how much
the point’s contribution to final points rendering results.
For each tetrahedral element, we wish to generate a set of one or more point samples. We assume that the data
we wish to render within an element is a scalar field f : R3 → R expressed as a linear combination of non-linear basis
functions. This function f may be the solution itself or a derived field. In our elastodynamics examples, for instance,
f is based on velocity gradient magnitudes derived from the underlying displacement field and the basis functions are
cubic rational polynomials.
5.2.1 Sampling at a Point
For each tetrahedral element, we wish to generate a set of one or more point samples. We assume that the data we
wish to render within an element is a scalar field f : R3 → R expressed as a linear combination of non-linear basis
functions. This function f may be the solution itself or a derived field. In our elastodynamics examples, for instance,
f is based on velocity gradient magnitudes derived from the underlying displacement field and the basis functions are
cubic rational polynomials.
For a single point at location xi ∈ R3, we wish to record some data about the function f that will allow us to
reconstruct it at run time for the purposes of rendering. Like Grimm et al. [23], we define a generic sample at xi to be
a partial prefix of the coefficients of the Taylor expansion of f about xi. However, unlike their work, we operate on
continuous functions defined within an element rather than discrete functions defined over regular grids. Therefore we
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can algebraically compute the Taylor expansion of f
f (xi+h) = f (xi)+∇ f (xi)T h+
1
2
hT [H f (xi)]h+ · · · (5.1)
where ∇ f and H f are the gradient vector and Hessian matrix of f , respectively. A generic point sample will thus
consist of selected coefficients from the sequence ( f (xi),∇ f (xi),H f (xi), · · ·).
For the rendering system we present in this paper, we require only the coefficients through first order. Thus for
each sample point xi we record the pair ( f (xi),∇ f (xi). Furthermore, because the renderer restricts point footprints to
be isotropic, we will use only the order-0 terms for reconstructing the function f and the order-1 terms for normal and
shading computations.
To each point sample xi we assign a spherical influence region of radius ρi. For a tetrahedron containing k samples,
we set these radii so that the volume of each ball is 1/k the volume of the tetrahedron. Within each spherical influence
volume, we define the approximation error
Er(xi) =
∫
( f (xi)− f (x))2 dV (5.2)
using the value f (xi) that was sampled at xi. The total approximation error for a tetrahedron containing a set of samples
X is simply the sum
Er(X) = ∑
xi∈X
Er(xi) (5.3)
5.2.2 Estimating Sample Set Size
Before allocating point samples within an element, we wish to make a rough estimate of the number of sample points
needed. This will make the relaxation algorithm described in the next section more efficient.
Since we are rendering scalar volumetric data with piecewise-constant samples, the number of points to be sampled
from each element should be related to the range of the scalar field over this element. With a tetrahedron τ , we define
the local contrast S as the ratio of the function range within τ to the function range over the entire volume:
S =
max fτ −min fτ
max f −min f (5.4)
We choose the initial number of points K to be sampled from τ to be
K =
⌊
S
ST
⌋
+1 (5.5)
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where ST is user-alterable contrast threshold, for which we generally use a value of 10−3. Also note that this definition
guarantees at least 1 sample point per tetrahedron.
5.2.3 Picking Sample Locations
We now have an initial estimate of how many points should be sampled from a given tetrahedron. Using this as a
starting point, we apply a Lloyd relaxation method to find a good number of point samples and their proper positions
so that the point approximation error is small.
We begin by picking a discrete set of N “testing” points within the tetrahedron at which to evaluate the field. This
approximation in lieu of actually computing the error integrals defined above avoids considerable overhead. These
points are distributed on a regular grid in the barycentric space of the element, and we find a sampling density of about
300 points per tetrahedron works well. We pick K testing points at random to become sample points, and associate
each testing point with the sample point which minimizes the approximation error at the testing point. This partitions
the testing points into clusters with each sample point being the “representative” of its corresponding cluster. Having
constructed these clusters, we move the representative sample points to the geometric barycenter of their associated
testing points. We repeat this process of clustering and sample relocation until the samples are not moved or the total
error reaches a specified threshold. If the process converges with an error higher than the threshold, or if it does not
converge within some maximum number of iterations, we insert additional sample points. Figure 5.4 illustrates this
process.
This algorithm is quite similar to the well known Lloyd relaxation method for k-means clustering. However,
notice that we use the Taylor approximation error to grow clusters and the Euclidean metric for repositioning samples
in clusters. Consequently, the approximation error will not always shrink monotonically. Therefore, in cases where
we terminate relaxation due to hitting the maximum iteration count, we may need to look back through past iterations
to find the sample point configuration with smallest total error.
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(a) Points assigned to centers
(b) Centers are updated
(c) New center inserted
(d) Points are reassigned
Figure 5.4: An illustration of one iteration of Lloyd relaxation, with which we position sample centers in each tetra-
hedron.
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5.3 Point Decimation
After generating points within all tetrahedra, the entire point set has been built on disk. Since the sampling is performed
with respect to approximation error, it may well contain more points than can be efficiently rendered on the target PC.
Therefore, we must be able to select a subset of the sampled points that will fit within the rendering capacity of the
user’s hardware while still faithfully reproducing the solution data.
5.3.1 Importance Culling
For most simulations, including those we examine here, there are large regions of the solution domain in which
relatively little of interest is happening. In our elastodynamic examples, these are the regions where the velocity
gradient is near 0. We consider it safe to cull points in these less important regions—excluding points on the volume
boundary—which are devoid of “interesting” features. In typical examples, a very large number of points can be culled
in this manner. In our solid rocket dataset, for instance, a total of 10.4 million points, about 56% of the total, can be
culled due to lack of importance.
When a suitable importance threshold is known a priori, as it is with our examples, we can integrate culling into
the sampling phase. After the set of samples for a single tetrahedron has been generated, any sampled point which
falls below the threshold is simply discarded.
5.3.2 Stratified Decimation
At this stage, we have a collection of “important” points. Based on the memory size and rendering efficiency of the
target GPU, we can compute a target number of points to retain that can be rendered at interactive rates. To achieve this
target, we need a decimation procedure that can be executed when the renderer is initialized. It is obviously essential
that the decimation process be extremely efficient, so that it adds only minimal overhead to the total initialization time.
To achieve this goal, we use an importance-based stratified field decimation method that removes important points
uniformly.
One stratified field sampling approach, such as the one used by Callahan et al. [10], is to divide the range of f into
uniform intervals and to randomly select equal numbers of samples from each interval. This is quite effective if the
histogram of samples is fairly uniform over the range of f . However, for cases such as those of interest to us, where
the histogram is extremely uneven and where the majority of samples occur in small ranges of the histogram as shown
in Figure 5.5, this approach does not work well.
Instead of uniformly stratifying the range of f , we uniformly stratify by sample density. First, we sort all points by
their sample value. We can now construct m intervals with (nearly) equal numbers of points. If our point target is n,
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then we will randomly select n/m points from each interval. For the solid rocket section shown in Figure 5.6a, about
1.5 million points were removed from the raw 7.5 million point set.
After decimation, we must adjust the influence regions of the surviving points so that the volume is covered
appropriately. Since we remove points uniformly, we can simply enlarge the volume of each influence region by the
ratio of the sizes of the original and surviving point sets.
Figure 5.6 illustrates the results of our decimation process on the solid rocket section data. The point set size for
Figure 5.6(a) was chosen to achieve interactive rendering rates. In addition, we selected progressively smaller sizes
while simultaneously decreasing the output resolution. As we can see, the output quality is maintained quite well by
our decimation approach.
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(c) multiscale model
Figure 5.5: Highly uneven field distributions for 3 models. The horizonal axis is the field range, the vertical axis is the
density.
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(a) 6.46 million (b) 2.96 million
(c) 1.96 million (d) 1.46 million (e) 1 million (f) 0.8 million (g) 0.6
million
Figure 5.6: Decimation of the point set for the solid rocket section at multiple levels of detail. Each image is ren-
dered at a correspondingly reduced resolution. Labels indicate number of points rendered, and images are shown at
proportionally reduced resolutions.
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5.4 Point Rendering
Our aim is to produce high-quality visualizations of complex interweaving shock surfaces in such a way that their
structure will be clearly revealed. We also want to enhance these surface-like features so that they stand out from the
surrounding volume. Kraus [40] renders isosurfaces with order-dependent volume rendering techniques, enhancing
them with effects such as silhouette illumination. However, this method renders the isosurfaces with uniform opacity
and color, independently of the local gradient of the visualized scalar field, and this is not suitable for our data where
multiple surface interweave with wide scalar value ranges.
We have already discussed the fact that it is difficult to visualize datasets that are too large to fit into memory using
typical volume rendering methods. One of the primary reasons for this is their reliance on depth sorting. Disregarding
the use of parallel clusters for visualization, establishing efficient data structures and out-of-core sorting are expensive
and will not in general allow us to achieve interactive rendering rates. For our problem, the somewhat atypical order-
independent methods, such as MIP and X-ray rendering, are attractive alternatives. They independently combine any
sampled value in any order to obtain the final value. But while order-independent methods have good performance
characteristics for very large volumes, they necessarily lose occlusion depth cues. Therefore, we augment the basic
order-independent method with additional terms that help provide enhanced depth cues without depth sorting.
The core of our order-independent rendering method is a weighted accumulation technique where the weight of a
point depends on its depth. The color I(q) of a pixel q is a weighted sum over the set of points {p} whose screen space
footprints contain q
I(q) =
∑p IpWp
∑i Wp
(5.6)
The contribution Ip for each point p is determined using the selective shading function
Ip =
 C( f ), f < FS( f ), f ≥ F (5.7)
We distinguish points by whether their function value f is above or below a threshold F . For those below, we
simply use a direct color mapping indicated by C( f ); all examples in this paper use a rainbow color ramp for this
mapping. Those points above the threshold are considered surface features, which we shade using the standard Phong
illumination model. This shading function, indicated by S( f ) uses the sampled gradient of the scalar field f as the
normal for shading. The purpose of this selective shading is to enhance the important interior features (e.g., shocks in
our elastodynamic examples).
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The weight Wp for a point at depth d is
Wp =
 α0 e
−d , f < F
α1 e−d , f ≥ F
(5.8)
Here again, we assign different attenuation rates to non-feature (α0) and feature (α1) points. By choosing α1 > α0 we
can prevent distant feature points from being unnecessarily obscured by intervening non-feature regions.
Recall that we assign each point a spherical influence region. Therefore, the screen projection of the point should be
the projection of the corresponding sphere. However, for efficiency we wish to approximate this using a quadrilateral
which bounds the projection of the sphere.
To take advantage of the performance of modern graphics hardware, our weighted blending scheme is implemented
entirely on the GPU. This requires two passes where all processing is performed in fragment programs. The first pass
processes each point in a streaming fashion. For each point, we compute its contribution to every pixel within its
projection. Each pixel has its own accumulator storing the contribution from all points. The contribution is the
shading value weighted by the distance attenuation function. The distance weight is also recorded for normalization
in second pass. All accumulation values are stored in a texture containing one texel per screen pixel. After all points
are rendered to this texture, on the second pass, the accumulated values for each pixel are fetched and normalized by
the accumulated weights. We use 16-bit floats for these computations as 8-bit pixels have insufficient dynamic range
and 32-bit floats incur an unacceptably large performance penalty on current hardware.
Figure 5.7 shows the impact of our rendering enhancements on the multi-scale propagation dataset. This group
of pictures are the side view of the model in Figure 5.9. Figure 5.7(a) is an image generated using order-independent
unweighted color blending. Since all depth information is lost, it is very hard to see the structure of the shock surfaces
that we are viewing. For instance, it is unclear whether the left vertical lines are closer or further than the right vertical
lines. Figure 5.7(b) is rendered using our depth-weighted blending. Clearly, more of the structure of the solution has
become evident. However, the picture looks monotone because distant features are attenuated by the distance-based
weight function. Figure 5.7(c) is generated by our method. We assign a different diminishing factor for feature and
non-feature parts. And large scalar field regions are selectively shaded to enhance the feature. This rendering clearly
provides much clearer depth cues than either of the other images.
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(a) Simple blending
(b) ... depth weighting
(c) ... and shading
Figure 5.7: Adding depth weighting and selective shading to simple color blending produces substantially enhanced
images.
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5.5 Shocks in Spacetime Elastodynamic Simulations
For the examples used in this paper, the solution field is a 2-dimensional displacement field. They are represented
using a cubic polynomial barycentric basis, containing 20 individual functions. For each point (x,y, t) in spacetime,
−→α = (α1,α2,α3,α4) represents the barycentric coordinates of (x,y, t) within the surrounding tetrahedron, and the
displacement is:
u(−→α ) =
20
∑
i=1
cimi(−→α ) (5.9)
Here, the 2-D coefficient vectors ci are the finite element solution data and mi ranges over the barycentric coordinate
bases.
We wish to detect shocks in the solution. They are among the most important structural features of the solutions.
Shocks are discontinuities in nature. They are abrupt changes of some attribute. To find these discontinuities, the
natural approach is to look for very high gradients. The simulation problems on which we focus lie in a spacetime
domain, which is different from the general 3-D domain since the spatial and temporal dimensions can be decoupled.
Rather than using gradients in the general 3-D domain, we use spatial derivatives in the spacetime domain. Therefore,
to find the shocks of some field in spacetime, we compute the spatial derivatives of that field. Specifically, we will
detect shocks by computing gradients of the velocity field.
The spacetime velocity field v(−→α ) is the temporal derivative of the displacement field.
v(−→α ) =
20
∑
i=1
ci
(
4
∑
j=1
∂mi(−→α )
∂α j
· ∂α j
∂ t
)
(5.10)
We are interested in the spatial derivatives of the velocity field:
vx(−→α ) =
20
∑
i=1
ci
(
4
∑
j=1
(
4
∑
k=1
∂m˙i(−→α )
∂α j∂αk
· ∂αk
∂x
)
∂α j
∂ t
)
(5.11)
vy(−→α ) =
20
∑
i=1
ci
(
4
∑
j=1
(
4
∑
k=1
∂m˙i(−→α )
∂α j∂αk
· ∂αk
∂y
)
∂α j
∂ t
)
(5.12)
Note that only 4 components of the basis functions’ spatial temporal derivatives ∂m˙
i(−→α )
∂αj∂αk
are non-zero, therefore only 4
components from ci are relevant to this computation.
We define the shock function S as the squared magnitude of the velocity gradient.
S(−→α ) = vx(−→α )2+vy(−→α )2 (5.13)
We allow the user to define a suitable threshold T such that any point with a shock value above T will be considered
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to lie on a shock.
5.6 Results and Discussions
In this section, we examine the visual performance of our visualization system. All images were generated interactively
at a resolution of 800×600 at roughly 20 frames per second. The machine used for these tests was a Windows XP
desktop system with a 3 GHz Pentium 4 Xeon processor, 2 GB of memory, and an nVidia QuadroFX 4500 graphics
card.
Figure 5.8 shows an elastodynamic simulation of a shock wave scattering off a crack in a solid metal plate. Sudden
traction loading along one edge of the domain initiates a shock wave that travels across the plate and reflects off the
opposite side. This is clearly visible as two planar sheets extending through the spacetime volume. When the shock
strikes the crack tip, it creates a new circular wave. In this spacetime rendering, it is visible as a cone-shaped feature.
The apex of the cone-shaped region indicates the initial scattering event, as both shown in spacetime mesh image in
Figure ??(a) and visualization in Figure 5.8. As shown in the side view images in Figure 5.8, the outer perimeter of the
cone indicates the progress of the faster-moving dilatational shock wave, while the dark circular band within the cone
traces the trajectory of the slower shear shock wave. Our visualization faithfully reflects this physical simulation. The
visible presence of a Rayleigh wave—the lighter and steeper wave ascending from the initial edge—is a particularly
important feature of use to the engineers engaged in this project. These waves are typically too weak to be found and
visualized, whereas our method makes them quite clear. About 6.54 million points are rendered.
Figure 5.9 shows a multiscale model where pressure and shear shock waves propagate from a circular plate in
the domain through two arrays of voids at either end of the circular plate. The faster pressure shock waves are
reflected, the shear waves at right are slower and are not reflected during this simulation. Two vertical bands are
generated as the waves pass through two arrays of voids. For the coarser array at right, the shear waves are scattered
in different directions because of the disturbance from the void. For the dense array of voids at left, there is almost no
scattering of shocks to be captured. Viewing this obvious abnormal phenomenon leads our engineering collaborators
to examine their simulation more carefully, discovering areas of insufficient numerical precision and overly weak
boundary conditions. Thus, we have first-hand evidence that our visualization system can serve as a useful and
practical diagnostic tool for engineers engaged with a particular simulation problem. About 6.95 million points are
rendered.
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Figure 5.8: Shock visualization in crack-tip scattering problem from different views. About 6.54 million points are
rendered interactively.
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Figure 5.9: Shocks visualization in multiscale simulation model from different views. About 6.95 million points are
rendered.
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Figure 5.10 is an example showing that our distance weighted order-independent rendering method can visualize
complicated interweaving shocks without losing depth information. This is a model of a single sector of a 2-D cross
section of a star shaped solid rocket grain. As combustion initiates within the rocket core, the grain is subjected to
sudden pressurization. Pressure and dilatational waves are transmitted through the section, and surface waves are
moving along the sector boundaries. As time advances, these waves inter-reflect and intersect other waves, forming
a complex wave pattern (see, for instance, the upper right corner of the volume in the left-most image). Our pictures
clearly convey the history of even these complicated shock wave behaviors. About 6.5 million points are rendered.
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Figure 5.10: Shock visualization in solid rocket models from different views. About 6.5 million points are rendered.
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The quality of our meshless point-based volume visualization method result is very close to the quality of rendering
by direct ray casting. This comparison is illustrated in Figure 5.11. We rendered this 11.6 million tetrahedra mesh
using both our interactive renderer (left) and a ray caster (right). Both used the same order-independent rendering
equation. The interactive point renderer produced an image in 0.05 seconds while the ray caster took 10 minutes.
Despite the huge discrepancy in running time, the rendered results are practically identical.
The quality of our meshless point-based volume visualization method result is very close to the quality of rendering
by direct ray casting. This comparison is illustrated in Figure 5.11. We rendered this 11.6 million tetrahedra mesh using
both our interactive renderer (Figure 5.11a) and a ray caster (Figure 5.11b). Both used the same order-independent
rendering equation and the same transfer function. The interactive point renderer produced an image in 0.05 seconds
for about 6.54 million points while the tetrahedron ray caster took 10 minutes. Despite the huge discrepancy in running
time, the rendered results are practically identical.
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(a) Point rendering (0.05 s)
(b) Ray casting (10 min)
Figure 5.11: Using 6.54M points, our renderer achieves quality comparable to ray casting of 11.6M tetrahedra in a
fraction of the time.
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Our visualization method was developed with a specific application—rendering spacetime shock surfaces—foremost
in mind. However, there is nothing that prevents us from using it to visualize more traditional kinds of finite element
solution data. Shown in Figure 5.12 is the well-known blunt fin dataset, which we have converted to a fully conform-
ing tetrahedral mesh with linear basis functions. Here we are visualizing the energy field of the solution. Our system
is able to produce quality renderings that highlight much of the structure of the solution while maintaining a 20 fps
rendering rate.
Figure 5.12: Visualizing the energy field of the blunt fin dataset.
Points (million)
Tets (mil.) Sampled Culled Decimated Rendered
Crack-tip 11.59 11.85 5.374 0.450 6.542
Rocket 17.62 17.96 10.47 1.449 6.509
Multiscale 9.009 9.013 2.522 0.496 6.946
Bluntfin 0.225 7.879 0.929 0.400 6.549
Table 5.1: Measurements for the point generation and decimation process for the models shown.
Table 5.1 summarizes the flow of data through our system. The input meshes range in size up to 17.62 million
tetrahedra. The number of points sampled is generally fairly close to this size; the solution order is low enough that
only a small number of points (usually 1) are required in each tetrahedron. Large numbers of points can frequently
be culled as “unimportant”. The final point set sizes are all roughly the same as they were all rendered on the same
hardware and were thus subject to the same capacity constraints.
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Time (s) Size (MB)
Gen. Cull Decimate Draw Input Point set
Crack-tip 2400 1.0 15.0 0.05 1920 213
Rocket 3600 1.3 16.8 0.05 2920 242
Multiscale 1800 1.0 14.5 0.05 1500 227
Bluntfin 290 0.89 14.9 0.05 4.68 212
Table 5.2: Running time and space requirements for sampling and rendering our example models.
Table 5.2 summarizes the overall performance of the various stages of our system. Point generation is clearly the
dominant cost in the system. However, this is done off-line and must be done only once for each dataset. Culling of
unimportant points requires very little time. Decimation, which must be performed during initialization of the renderer,
requires on the order of 15 seconds. While it would be ideal if this were instantaneous, we note that this amount of
time is roughly comparable to the time it takes to parse and load the data without decimation. We also note that, for
large meshes with higher order solution fields, our point conversion approach results in a fairly significant reduction
in space. The exception is the blunt fin dataset, which is fairly coarse to begin with and, more importantly, uses only
linear basis functions.
5.7 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have introduced a point-based visualization system for interactive rendering of large, potentially non-
conforming, tetrahedral meshes with high order solutions. We proposed an adaptive view-independent point sampling
scheme considering the high order nature of the data. We presented a new importance-based stratified point decimation
method which automatically adjust target decimation size for target PC, and a depth-based order-independent point
rendering methods. Our system can visualize shocks from tens of millions tetrahedra with cubic order solution in real
time.
While our system has already proved useful in a number of ways, there are several areas for possible future
work. More sophisticated polynomial approximations could be used in place of Taylor approximation. Our point
decimation approach is fairly direct; algorithmic improvements that would result in lower memory consumption should
be possible. Using higher-order point primitives in rendering also appears to be a particularly promising avenue for
improvement.
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Chapter 6
Feature-Based Visualization
Figure 6.1: Rendering a linear field and a nonlinear higher-order field with our feature based visualization method
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6.1 Overview
The Chapter 5, as well as Zhou and Garland [86] interactively visualize the higher-order tetrahedral data sets with
points model. Although the target application is rendering spacetime shock surfaces, our method can be used to visu-
alize more general types of finite element solution data, such as well-known bluntfin dataset, as shown in Figure 6.2.
Here we are visualizing the energy field of the solution with 6.5 million points at a 20 fps rendering rate. While our
result highlights much of the structure of the solution, comparing to other rendering results, it looks noisy and use
more number of rendering primitives. This motivates us to re-examine our point-based volume visualization method.
Figure 6.2: Visualizing the linear energy field of the blunt fin data set.
When designing point sampling scheme, we focus more on how to reduce the memory consumption of large
volume data. We process each tetrahedron individually, sample at least one point for each element. Therefore if there
are 100 million elements, at least 100 million points are generated. This may cause significant waste if some region
has small variance but rather high field values thus consists of a large number of elements. In this case, a large amount
of points will be sampled with similar field values. A better solution should use fewer samples to represent this region.
Another observation is that when reducing the number of points by culling the unwanted points whose field values
are below some threshold, gaps of irregular shapes may be introduced. Consider the case if only one point is sampled
from an element, and this point is decimated afterwards, a hole is generated in point clouds. Without neighboring
information between points, which is true once the points are all sampled, it is difficult to fill or even out those gaps.
Although rescaling the radii of the final point set may preserve the total volume of the samples,therefore cover
some gaps, this inevitably produces unpredictable overlaps. Overlaps and gaps cause incorrect weighting for our
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order-independent weighted accumulation point rendering scheme, therefore produce noises. We will discuss it in
details in Section 6.3.1. Sampling in more global way can better solve this problem.
We aim to produce efficient interactive high-quality visualization for ever increasing large volume data sets with
complex structures on common desktop, no matter it has nonlinear higher-order field or linear field. We accomplish
this by feature based visualization, concentrating on regions of interest, therefore achieve data reduction. We discuss
how to identify feature and partition the volume into different feature sets in Section 6.2. To render features from large
volumetric data sets in real time, we still use point based visualization model. We process each feature set as a whole,
and efficiently generate samples via TetGrid in Section 6.3. In Section 6.4 we develop an improved order-independent
weighted blending method to enhance the rendering quality.
6.2 Feature Identification
How to sample point has fundamental influence on final rendering result. We have analyzed that sampling element
by element in streaming fashion will produce more than necessary large number of points. Simple decimation and
rescaling the radii of surviving points will create many gaps and overlaps. Since we will remove unnecessary points
after generation, why not we only sample necessary points at the very beginning? The interesting question followed is
what are necessary points. Our answer is points representing interests of regions.
Features reflect significant characteristics of the field, important regions of the volume, which should get special
attention in visualization. Therefore, we sample on features to get necessary points. Our feature-based sampling
scheme will generate more points from feature regions than from non-feature regions. The feature we mentioned in
this dissertation is not from the viewpoint of geometry, such as edge and curvature, but from the viewpoint of data
fields.
Feature itself is a data dependent concept, different from application to application, users to users, therefore feature
extraction techniques are usually application specific. Features can be identified based on user inputs or empirical
formulae. In our work, we define feature as a scalar field, a combination of the scalar field being visualized and the
magnitude of its gradient. Other better and sophisticated feature detection methods can be fitted into this feature based
sampling framework.
We have mentioned global sampling is more efficient that element-wise local sampling when the data sets have
large homogenous regions. However, due to the large size of features, directly sampling the whole volume creates
great demand and burden for the memory, is unrealistic for our higher-order spacetime tetrahedral data. Therefore we
segment features into different partitions, sampling on each partition individually - feature partition based sampling.
Assume we have set up a scalar field for the whole volume to represent features, called feature field. Its field
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value is used to evaluate the importance of the local features. Similar feature field values are considered as similar
in terms of features, therefore we group and process them together. In practice, we divide the global range of the
feature field into a bunch of partitions - initial partitions. The number of initial partitions can be chosen by the user or
automatically decided by empirical formulae. The intervals are uniform among those partitions. The initial partitions
provide a browse of different spectrums of interval structures. For most even distributed fields, initial partitions are
usually efficient enough to represent the different spectrum of features, therefore they are feature partitions already.
However, uniform partitions are not efficient to reflect the fields with highly uneven distributions. In this case,
we group the initial partitions with similar feature structures into feature partition, since we are interested in regions
where the feature is changing most rapidly. The grouping criteria is based on shape and color mainly. Shape reflects
structure while color represents the strength of the feature field. Such grouping is optional, decided by the users, the
goal is to get smallest number of feature partitions.
Based on its field value, each tetrahedron is assigned into a corresponding feature partition. If the range of scalar
value for a particular tetrahedron spans more than one partition, we assign this tetrahedron into the partition based
on its maximum scalar value. In this way the whole volume data is partitioned into n feature sets, each isolates and
represents a segment of features. The tetrahedra belong to the same feature set are not necessarily connected. These
feature partitions facilitate the browse and further analysis of the internal structures.
Unlike opacity peeling method [63] and feature peeling method [47] for MRI data, which perform best when
the data sets have onion-like layered structure, our feature partitioning method has no assumption about the data, is
suitable for any kind of data sets.
6.3 Feature Sampling
The advantage of feature partition based sampling is that points are generated in a more global fashion. Since all the
tetrahedra belong to the same partition are sampled together, neighboring information of the samples can be obtained,
and errors caused by overlaps and gaps among the samples can be predictable and minimized. In other words, to
achieve similar results less points are needed, therefore improves the overall efficiency.
6.3.1 Overlaps and Gaps
Usually point generation and point rendering are two independent processes. It is said that a good point sampling
scheme should provide produce satisfactory results no matter what the point rendering scheme. However, we think
these two processes affect each other. On the one hand, the distribution of point samples has important influence on
final visualization result. Badly distributed samples are less likely to produce good rendering result no matter how
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fancy the rendering methods are. On the other hand, how to sample points should also consider how the points are
rendered, to avoid the noises resulted from bad sample patterns. Therefore, to obtain good final result efficiently, point
rendering method needs to be taken into consideration when design point sampling scheme.
Our point rendering method is order-independent weighted accumulation. It approximates the ray casting integral.
The color I(q) of a pixel q is a weighted sum over the set of points {p} whose screen space footprints contain q.
I(q) =
∑p IpWp
∑i Wp
(6.1)
Within the screen footprint of each point, the weight is constant. For such rendering scheme, overlaps and gaps among
points are the major reasons to cause noises. Since color is weighted-averaged, overlapping will cause the overlapped
region to have higher, therefore abnormal weights than it should be; on the other hand, gaps will lead to the insufficient
weights.
One assumption of the above overlap and gap statement is that the weight is constant within the sphere footprint
and drops to zero at the boundary. One obvious question raised is that why weight is designed as constant within
the footprint, why not just let weight function be a Gaussian or other smoothing kernels, to blend the overlapped
footprints. The reason we do not use Gaussian-like smoothing kernels is because for element-wise sampling, the
geometry information of neighboring samples is not available and not consistent between samples, it is almost unlikely
to find a smoothing kernel to exactly ”mask out” the portions that enter into other samples. Therefore either a rather
large smoothing radius is picked up which results in smooth result but with inferior quality, or a smaller smoothing
radius is chosen which produces better results, less errors compared against the large smoothing radius, but with high
frequency noises.
To better illustrate our viewpoint, we take an example of bluntfin, a more general linear volumetric dataset. We
visualize its energy field. Figure 6.3 is the tetrahedral rendering result.
Since we use discrete point models to approximate fields defined over meshes, the goal of our point rendering
is to get as much closer result as possible to tetrahedral rendering result shown in Figure 6.3. To quantify the error,
we compute the pixels color difference in R, G, B channels between point rendering result and tetrahedral rendering
result. We use 3 different measure metrics - the sum of absolute difference of pixels, the sum of absolute difference
of laplacian of pixels and root-mean-square (RMS) of absolute difference of pixels. The range for R, G, B channels is
[0,255]. It has been shown that for comparing the images of 3D models, RMS error performs quite well.
Figure 6.4 is point rendering bluntfin result of 2.5 millions points with their radii enlarged by 2.75 times as
Gaussian kernels. From the picture we can see that smoothing radius is not big enough, there are obvious noise scat-
tering in the middle. Table 6.1 measures pixels color difference between point rendering result shown in Figure 6.4
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Figure 6.3: Tetrahedra rendering the bluntfin dataset
and tetrahedral rendering result shown in Figure 6.3.
Measure metric R G B
Sum of absolute difference of pixels 732157 416011 437825
Sum of absolute difference of laplacian of pixels 717624 399110 425160
RMS of absolute difference of pixels 4.6286 2.65986 3.31271
Table 6.1: Pixels color difference between point rendering result with smaller Gaussian smoothing kernel shown in
Figure 6.4 and tetrahedral rendering result shown in Figure 6.3. The range for R, G, B channels is [0,255]
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Figure 6.4: Visualizing the bluntfin dataset with 2.5m points whose radii is enlarged by 2.75 times as Gaussian smooth-
ing kernel
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Figure 6.5 is the point rendering result which doubles smoothing kernels of points in Figure 6.4. It looks smoother
but loses quality. Table 6.2 lists pixels color difference between Figure 6.5 and tetrahedra rendering result in Figure 6.3.
Compared against Table 6.1, we can see errors become larger when overlap increases for all three different measure
metrics.
Figure 6.5: Visualizing the bluntfin dataset with 2.5m points whose radii is enlarged by 5.5 times as Gaussian smooth-
ing kernel
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Measure metric R G B
Sum of absolute difference of pixels 1277562 499404 814826
Sum of absolute difference of laplacian of pixels 1269420 491767 803482
RMS of absolute difference of pixels 9.35401 4.57456 6.64927
Table 6.2: Pixels color difference between point rendering result with larger Gaussian smoothing kernel shown in
Figure 6.5 and tetrahedral rendering result shown in Figure 6.3. The range for R, G, B channels is [0,255]
For per-partition sampling, we still have the overlaps and gaps problem. Instead of tweaking the smoothing kernels,
we minimize overlaps and gaps. We build TetGrid for each feature partition, and samples are chosen from knots of the
TetGrid. Similar to sphere packing, in this way, we get most compact point patterns, minimize gaps and there are no
overlaps. More details will be introduce in Section 6.3.2.
Figure 6.6 is rendering result of 2 million points sampled in per feature partition fashion. It has less points but
better quality. It is closer the bluntfin tetrahedra rendering result, as we can see from Table 6.3, for R, G, B channels,
the error is the smallest for all three measures compared with Table 6.1 and Table 6.2.
Figure 6.6: Visualizing the bluntfin dataset with 2m points per partition sampled
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Measure metric R G B
Sum of absolute difference of pixels 466687 363478 338037
Sum of absolute difference of laplacian of pixels 391302 305314 303957
RMS of absolute difference of pixels 2.27214 1.88742 2.54716
Table 6.3: Pixels color difference between Figure 6.6 and tetrahedral rendering result Figure 6.3. The range for R, G,
B channels is [0,255]
Based on the above analysis, one goal of our point sampling scheme is to generate samples having as little overlaps
and gaps as possible.
6.3.2 TetGrid Sampling
Our aim is to reduce the overlaps and minimize the gaps. One similar problem is sphere packing, given a bunch of
spheres with same size, how to organize them most compactly?
Assume there is a jar and an infinitely number of uniform spheres, we keep putting the spheres into the jar, shaking
and repeating until the jar cannot hold any more spheres. By then what will be the positions or relations among
spheres?
If jar is a cube, the answer is to place all the uniform spheres at the knots of the regular grids, and let the radius of
sphere be half of the grid size. In this way, we will get a very packed set of spheres that touch each other and cannot
grow any bigger.
Similarly, if jar has tetrahedron shape, we can place spheres at the knots of regular grid in tetrahedron. This pattern
is more compact than that of the regular cubic grid. This is how TetGrid is introduced. It reduces the gaps and makes
no overlaps between sample points within the tetrahedron.
Sampling element by element increases the chance of overlaps or gaps at the boundary of neighboring elements,
therefore results in errors and noise from inaccurate weights for our point rendering scheme. Sampling a group
of elements as a whole reduces overlaps and gaps across the boundary among elements, therefore decreases errors.
Based on such consideration, we group the tetrahedra with similar features into a partition, and sample points in a
partition-wise fashion. This is where feature partition based sampling from.
Over each partition, a TetGrid is set up for simple but efficient sampling. Similar to a regular cubic grid, TetGrid
is also a voxel grid, but instead of the normal bases of regular grid, three axes of TetGrid forms a regular tetrahedron,
as shown in the Figure 6.7.
The significance of a TetGrid is that under the same condition - the number of spheres and their uniform radii,
sampling on a TetGrid provides a much more compact solution than sampling on a regular cubic grid. This is because
spheres placed on its knots with radii set to be half of the grid size will have the largest coverage, assuming zero
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(a) Axes of regular cubic grid (b) Axes of TetGrid
Figure 6.7: Axes of regular cubic grid and TetGrid
overlap or the smallest gaps.
The size of the TetGrid is chosen to make the sampled spheres have the desired volume as we computed. It is
decided by how many points to be sampled from this partition, therefore is determined by the field range of this
partition.
For each feature partition, the number of points K to be sampled is decided by the field range R of this partition,
and a prescribed threshold T .
K =
R
T
(6.2)
The volume of point sphere Vp depends on the volume of a partition which is the sum of the volume of its member
tetrahedra VT , and the sample density K.
Vp =
∑VT
K
(6.3)
The TetGrid size h is the diameter of the point sphere
h = 2(
3Vp
4pi
)
1
3 (6.4)
After the TetGrid is set up, at each knot of TetGrid, a point sample is created if this knot belongs to any tetrahedron
of this partition. The radius of this sample is half the length of the TetGrid size. The origin and orientation of the
TetGrid are arbitrary.
Figure 6.8 is an illustrative example of TetGrid built on bluntfin data. There is only one partition which includes
all the tetrahedra. If a regular rectangle grid is used, then all the grid knots that are inside any tetrahedron - therefore
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inside the whole volume, inside this partition - are used as samples. Usually we divide the whole volume into more
than one partitions, set up a corresponding TetGrid for each partition to do the same sampling.
Figure 6.8: One TetGrid built on bluntfin dataset. Spheres represent the point samples generated.
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6.4 Feature Rendering
Weight function is the core of our order-independent weight accumulation point rendering method. The weight of a
point controls how much this point contributes to the final image. How well the weight function designed directly
determines the rendering quality. The weight of a point is affected by three factors, the depth of point Wd , the pixel
coverage of the point footprint Wa and sampling density Wr.
6.4.1 Depth-Based Weight Factor
In Chapter 5 when designing point rendering scheme, we more focus on how to interactively render large number of
points. We propose order independent weighted blending method, which can render up to 7 million points on modern
graphics card at interactive rate. For each point, the weight is decided by its depth only.
The weight Wd for a point at depth d is:
Wd =

α0 e−d , f < F1
α1 e−d , f ≥ F1, f < F2
α2 e−d , f ≥ F2
(6.5)
Here, f is the feature field value, F1 and F2 are two threshold, with F1 < F2. α0, α1 and α2 are different attenuation
rates for different importance level of features. F2 is used to distinguish important feature points. F1 and α1 are
used for transitional stage from less important features to important features. The goal is to make sure the weight
transfer function is continuous and smooth, therefore avoiding the errors caused by discontinuous transfer function.
By choosing α2 > α1 > α0, we can prevent distant feature points from being unnecessarily obscured by intervening
non-feature regions.
The point depth d is normalized by the maximum depth of whole volume to alleviate the precision issue caused by
16−bit blending of most graphics card.
6.4.2 Area-Based Weight Factor
Actually besides depth, there are other factors need to be considered, one of them is sub-pixel coverage of a point
footprint.
The screen projection of a point may cover the whole pixel, part of pixel or no pixel at all. The contribution of a
point to a pixel should be proportional to the area of covered region in this pixel by this point. Let R be the region of a
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pixel covered by point footprint, A is the area of region R, area-based weight factor Wa is:
Wa = A (6.6)
6.4.3 Integral-Based Weight Factor
The goal of our order-independent rendering scheme is to approximate the integral of field along the ray through
tetrahedra T . ∫
T
CiWi (6.7)
and ∫
T
Wi (6.8)
Here, C is color and W is weight.
The reason we want to approximate the ray casting integral is that the integral has some good characteristics that
we would like to keep. Following the same formula and approximating the integral is a guarantee that our approach
is in the correct direction. Those characteristics include, but not limited to, smoothness, the ability to visualize the
desired features, for which the blending bears no such guarantee, etc.
Assume K points are sampled from tetrahedron T . We expect
K
∑
i=1
C
′
iW
′
i =
∫
T
CiWi (6.9)
and also
K
∑
i=1
W
′
i =
∫
T
Wi (6.10)
Therefore we get
W
′
i = rWi (6.11)
Here, r can be understood as integral intervals, the distance from one point center to another point center. We
let r be the influence radius of the point, since we treat weight as constant within point footprint and try to minimize
overlaps and gaps. Then, the integral-based weight factor Wr is
Wr = r (6.12)
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In summary, the weight function of a point is the multiplication of above three weight factors:
Wp =Wd ·Wa ·Wr (6.13)
6.5 Results and Discussions
Here we take an example of multiscale model to illustrate our feature partition based sampling method. The multiscale
model is a higher-order volumetric data, and has complex internal structures. It simulates the physical process that
pressure and shear shock waves propagate from a circular plate in the domain through two arrays of voids at either end
of the circular plate. The trace of two shock waves are our regions of interest, therefore we define the feature field as
magnitude of the velocity gradient.
We initially divide feature field into 20 partitions, based on its global range and a prescribed threshold. The
rendering results of these 20 feature partitions are shown in Figure 6.9, Figure 6.10, Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12.
(a) Initial partition 1 (b) Initial partition 2
(c) colorbar
Figure 6.9: multiscale data and the first two initial partitions
Here, the color reflects the strength of feature field. From left to right, the colors of colorbar in Figure 6.9(c)
represents the transition from minimal feature values to maximal feature values.
The first initial partition in Figure 6.9(a) shows the whole domain, basically has no important features, as indicated
by almost uniform blue color. The second initial partition in Figure 6.9(b) shows the shape of circular plate at bottom,
and the trace of faster pressure shock wave and it reflected wave at left, and slower shear wave at right, during the
simulation. Although Figure 6.9(b) has clearer structure than Figure 6.9(a), it still has no much interesting features.
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(a) Initial partition 3 (b) Initial partition 4
(c) Initial partition 5 (d) Initial partition 6
(e) Initial partition 7 (f) Initial partition 8
Figure 6.10: multiscale data and initial partitions 3∼ 8
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Starting from the third initial partition in Figure 6.10(a) to the 19th initial partition in Figure 6.12(e), features
become stronger as shown by color from light blue, to cyan, to green, to yellow, to pink. We can see the different
directions of wave scattered by right coarse arrays of void, and two vertical bands generated as the waves pass through
two arrays of voids. The last 20th initial partition represents the strongest features, hinted by red color.
From above images of 20 initial partitions, it can be seen that many adjacent partitions share the similar character-
istics, such as overall shape and feature value, encoded by color. We visually compare every two adjacent partitions,
until we find there are big shape and color discrepancies between them. Then we separate these two partitions into
two clusters.
For example, the 1st and 2nd initial partitions both reflect the background information in the regions of interest.
But there are obvious shape difference between 2nd and 3rd initial partitions, such as the middle part of 3rd partition
is hollow, while that of 2nd partition is not. Therefore, we group the 1st and 2nd initial partitions into a cluster - we
call feature partition, shown in Figure 6.13(a). Starting from 3rd initial partition, every two adjacent ones have no
obvious shape and color difference until the 19th and 20th pair. The 20th has strongest features, shown by red color,
clear shock front traces, and distinctive features around the left dense array of voids. Therefore we collect from 3rd
to 19th initial partitions into another feature partition, shown in Figure 6.13(b). The 20th partition is the 3rd feature
partition, shown in Figure 6.13(c).
From 20 initial partitions to 3 feature partitions, we take advantage of visual proximity, group the feature with
similar shape and strength, greatly reduce the possible overlaps and gaps between partitions, make preparation for
efficient global point sampling.
It may be wondered, since initial partitions which have uniform intervals will be grouped into feature partitions,
why not design the partitions with adaptive intervals at the beginning? The answer is that initial partitions are created
based on the field range, from which we can predict the color distribution of each partition, but we do not know the
shape information in regions of interest until we see the image.
In out work, the color and shape content similarity are compared visually, because the shape in regions of interest
is application dependent. There are some general visual similarity measure metrics. For example, the color difference
can be measured by color histogram [70], the shape matching can be done by edge orientation based method [35], and
mixed color, texture and shape orientation can be measured in content-based image retrieval techniques [12]. However,
since each partition represents an unique spectrum of features, the images of adjoining partitions do not totally match.
Plus the images we compare are the point rendering results of intermediate initial partitions, there are lots of holes
between points, not fine enough. And the shape has no obvious edge, edge orientation and edge distance which lead
to more accurate match of images. Obviously for our case, visually comparison by users can be much more accurate
than automatic measure metric or feature tracking.
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(a) Initial partition 9 (b) Initial partition 10
(c) Initial partition 11 (d) Initial partition 12
(e) Initial partition 13 (f) Initial partition 14
Figure 6.11: multiscale data and initial partitions 9∼ 14
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(a) Initial partition 15 (b) Initial partition 16
(c) Initial partition 17 (d) Initial partition 18
(e) Initial partition 19 (f) Initial partition 20
Figure 6.12: multiscale data and initial partitions 15∼ 20
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(a) Feature partition 1 (b) Feature partition 2
(c) Feature partition 3 (d) Final Result with 6m points
(e) colorbar
Figure 6.13: multiscale data and 3 feature partitions. (a) has 1495657 points sampled from 88319 tetrahedra. (b) has
4199437 points sampled from 4755154 tetrahedra. (c) has 298898 points sampled from 3370682 tetrahedra. (d) is the
final image having about 6 million points.
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(a) Feature partition 1 (b) Feature partition 2
(c) Feature partition 3 (d) Feature partition 4
(e) Feature partition 5 (f) Final result with 2m points
Figure 6.14: bluntfin data and 5 feature partitions
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Our feature-based visualization method works well for linear volumetric dataset as well. Here is an example of
linear bluntfin. We choose energy field as the feature, and divide volume into 5 initial partitions based on field value,
as shown in Figure 6.14. Each of them has distinctive feature structure shown by shape and feature strength shown
by color. Therefore, these initial partitions will not be clustered, they are feature partitions already. This is mainly
because compared to highly non-even distributed feature field of multiscale model, this feature field is linear, more
uniformly distributed.
To compare feature partition based and element-wise point sampling methods, we use the same weight blended
point rendering method with improved weights to render the same data, center part of bluntfin.
Figure 6.15 is rendering results points sampled in per-tetrahedron fashion. It contains 15 million points, which is
too many considering there is only 0.225 million tetrahedra. The pixels color difference between it and tetrahedral
rendering result in Figure 6.3 is listed in Table 6.4.
Figure 6.6 is rendering result of 2 million points sampled in per feature partition fashion. We use less points to get
better results than Figure 6.15. All errors in Table 6.3 is smaller than Table 6.4.
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Figure 6.15: Visualizing the bluntfin dataset with 15m points generated in element-wise fashion
Measure metric R G B
Sum of absolute difference of pixels 1012416 658386 545117
Sum of absolute difference of laplacian of pixels 798686 439407 416412
RMS of absolute difference of pixels 4.22019 3.55593 2.66958
Table 6.4: Pixels color difference between Figure 6.15 and tetrahedral rendering result Figure 6.3. The range for R, G,
B channels is [0,255]
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6.6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this Chapter, we have presented a feature-oriented approach to partition the volume and sample points from those
feature sets. It classifies the structures and visualizes them in an efficient way.
We have improved order-independent weighted blending rendering scheme. Due to the characteristics of such
rendering scheme, overlaps and gaps among points will lead to abnormal weight, thus result in errors. We introduce
sampling on TetGrid, which minimizes overlaps and gaps, provides the more compact sample patterns than other
regular grids.
The future work is to minimize user interactions, such as how to better automatically partition the whole volume
based on feature. We all know that feature-based method are not that common, mainly because they are domain
specific. However, we still want to make algorithm as general as possible, can provide good result for arbitrary data
sets. It includes identifying feature, automatically deciding how many feature partitions is good enough for arbitrary
data sets, measuring the similarity from the viewpoint of data field itself rather than from rendered image. Another
future direction is to further improve the order-independent volume rendering scheme.
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